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Address space management did not scale
=> Locking of used tree

Solution: RCU based tree
=> BONSAI tree
- RCU
- Self-balancing
- < 500 lines of code
- No general purpose data structure
- Borrows idea of constant data from functional programming.
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Tree modifications are done by partially* recreating the tree next to the existing one!

Result:
=> RCU-friendly (atomic) insertion of new subtrees.
=> Lock-less rotations are possible.

*) partially: all nodes under the modified one
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Consequences:
- Multiple subtrees can exist in parallel:
  => Potentially high memory usage
- Potentially expensive rotation
  => Lots of nodes might be recreated

Solution:
=> Weight calculation supports parameter to configure threshold.
Large trees rotate less!
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- Implementation of the BONSAI tree:

- Adds correct RCU usage:
  borrowed from kernel/bpf/lpm_trie

- General purpose data structure:
  partially borrowed from lib/llist

- Adds error handling
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Offers:
- Insertion/deletion functionality
- Lookup functionality
- Traversing functionality

Needs:
- Comparison callback
- Creation callback
- Deletion callback
### rtree

A usage example is in `lib/test_rtree.c`